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 Stationary i.i.d. bit streams:

– square root capacity law

 The most horrible nonstationary source:

– linear capacity law (if…)

 The next most horrible nonstationary source:

– a curious result
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Want to prove capacity laws for realistic cover models with minimal
assumptions.

‘If there is a problem you can’t solve, then there is an easier problem
you can solve: find it.’

George Pólya
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1. If an asymptotically perfect detector exists.

2. If there is asymptotic perfect security.
As

The critical payload size
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Even when is fixed, there is no asymptotic perfect detector as

if and only if  the detector is ignorant of the and

 (first-order statistics are preserved).
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 These cover models are not supposed to be realistic.

– This work pushes the boundaries of the square root law.

 The square root law fails for completely nonstationary sources…

… as long as the detector is ignorant of the bit probabilities.

… and the embedding is first-order secure.

 Stationarity for two bits at a time leads to an capacity law.

 Stationarity for any pattern of bits has the same conclusion.

– This is very curious.


